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1) We incorporate adapter layers in the Openkiwi architecture [1].

2) We explore different types of uncertainty. 

a) Glass-box features [2] extracted from the NMT models
b) Aleatoric uncertainty derived from the human annotations
c) Epistemic  uncertainty of our  QE model(s).

3) We enhance our model  with out-of-domain data from the Metrics 
shared tasks [3]
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❏ TP avg of word translation 
probability

❏ Softmax-Ent avg of softmax 
output distribution entropy

❏ Sent-Std  stdev of word 
probabilities

❏ D-TP  average TP across N 
MCD forward-passes 

❏ D-Var variance of TP across N 
MCD forward-passes

❏ D-Combo  combination of D-TP 
and D-Var:

❏ D-Lex-Sim  lexical similarity of 
MT output generated in different 
MCD passes.

❏ Assume each annotator 
score is a point in a 
distribution

❏ Assume a gaussian 
distribution of scores

❏ Calculate the mean (μ) and 
std (σ)

❏ Use a KL training objective: 
predict the mean and 
variance of quality scores 

❏ Run N stochastic 
passes for each input

❏ Assume that the 
obtained estimates are 
drawn from a gaussian 
distribution

❏ Use the mean of 
predicted quality scores 

T1 Predict sentence level quality based 
on direct assessment (DA) scores 
Score range: [-7.542, 3.178]

T2.1 Predict sentence level quality 
based on post-edit HTER scores 
Score range: [0,1]

T2.2 Predict word level binary tags
Labels: OK | BAD

DATA
➢ Multi-lingual training and testing sets
➢ Mix of high, medium, low resource language pairs → Different score distributions
➢ Zero-shot (blind) language pairs 

We train our models using multi-lingual encoders with adapter layers (M1) to 
obtain models that generalise better. Along the same lines, we experiment with 
pre-training the models on the he data provided for the past Metrics shared tasks 
(M1, M2). This out-of-domain data encompasses 30 language pairs from the news 
domain (versus 7 in the QE dataset), including the zero-shot QE pairs. 
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We ensemble checkpoints from M1M and M1 models
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